


WOODEE is a superior wood-plastic composite product for decking, fencing 
and cladding applications.

Made of solid profiles (not hollow) and a special recipe, it is characterised 
by a vast variety of solutions, top quality and very high performance as well 
as extreme durability which is redeemable in a 25-year warranty

What



 to offer one more qualitative system complementary to our architectural 
series (windows, doors, facades) 

 to enrich the “outdoor” product mix and business with an additional 
solution

 to offer more solutions to the hotel building and renovation industry

Why



Material

 A high-performance material, with a unique recipe of 100% recyclable 
resources, an optimal mixture of 60% virgin wood and 40% not toxic 
HDPE (high-density polyethylene), the latter used often in healthcare

 Both wood and HDPE are first used without any impurities

 Using the most advanced production technology, licensed by one of the 
most expert American companies (over 30 years)

 It retains the best properties of wood and at the same time it 
eliminates its problems



Solutions
DECKING



Solutions
DECKING

 Used mainly for exterior 
applications

 Special overlapping bars 



Solutions
CLADDING

 Ideal for wall and ceiling 
cladding



Solutions
FENCING

 Available in 3 basic dimensions 
(70, 90 and 120mm width)

 Available in various surfaces (both-sided) and colours
 Compatible with M8300 fencing system 



Premium

Fencing

TOP

Ambiente

Cladding

MAX

Product Elements



Product Elements

Transoms (50x30, 50x50mm)

Finishings (70, 90, 137, 195mm)

Accessories 



Surfaces
(x9)

 STAR (linear)

 FOREST & FOREST 
Plus

 RUSTIC & RUSTIC 
Plus

 STYLE & STYLE Plus 
(smooth)

 NATURE & NATURE 
Plus



Colors 
(x9)

merbaucedar

teak

palisanderlatte

wenge

grey

inox

eben



Colors
(x9)



Colors
age maturing

Due to the increased concentration 
in wood particles ‘Woodee’ 
behaves like wood following the 
same natural process of slight color 
change. 

At the beginning visible yellowish 
small particles of wood and after 3 
months the particles become 
smaller and lighter in color. 

In the case of White, a more drastic 
change occurs, i.e. they turn from 
crem to milky white!





1. STAR   surface

With the classic grooved pattern 
ideal for poolside areas, and not only



2. FOREST & FOREST Plus  
surface

A natural pattern similar to 
that of exotic wood.

It increases the friction of 
movement and provides 
modern style



3. RUSTIC & RUSTIC Plus     
surface

This special wood-like 
pattern with more dense 
lines offers a very chic, 
rustic may say, aesthetic 
result



4. STYLE & STYLE Plus          
surface

Offers a smooth design of sleek 
paneling to harmonise the 
decking with other elements of 
the exterior



 3 applications (decking, fencing, 
cladding)

 4 profiles for decking (premium, Max, 
overlap, ambiente)

 Outdoor and interior use (e.g. winter-
garden, closed pergolas)

 5 basic surfaces (star, forest, rustic, 
style, nature), 9 altogether (i.e. plus 
effect)

 9 colors (white, cedar, teak, merbau, 
palisander, inox, grey, eben, wege)

 Over 300 combinations – solutions

 Stock in STAR (white, teak, palisander, 
eben) and Overlap (teak, palisander, eben)

1. Vast Variety                  
Indefinite design solutions 



 Due to the solid profiles and special recipe and manufacturing procedure, the bars 
offer incomparable sturdiness 

 Tough surface and robust profiles which resist strong and frequent mechanical loads 
and impact

- 0 damaged specimens , min 10 specimens

 Flexural strength that allows great bar lengths  and covering surfaces

- 21.7 MPa, min 20 MPa)

- 20,3 MPa after moisturing, min 17 Mpa)

2. Extreme Durability   
Sturdiness  



 Extreme resistance against the weathering effects of rain, 
snow, frost, high temperature, sun light and UV radiation

 Resistant against chlorine and salty water so as to be ideal 
for pool terraces and seaside structures

 Unique  resistance to wood-decaying fungus, rot and 
insects., thus  a 25-year warranty is offered (lasting much 
longer than any hardwood)

2. Extreme Durability   
Top Resistance  



 In contrast to real wood, Woodee is characterised by 

-very low water absorption
-very low swelling  in thickness and 
-surface tearing

 1% swelling in water (28 days, 20 °C, max 1,5%)

2. Extreme Durability   
Resistant to Moisture



 Tough surface

 Very low water absorption

 No color fading out

 No need for staining, painting, oiling or even waterproofing 

 Just play with water every now and then for a quick 
cleaning out.

*Dirt, even stains, are self-cleaned with the water of rain, thus 
exterior use is the most appropriate 

3. Easy Maintenance 



4. Safety                    
No injury risk

Eliminates any risk of injury and allows walking 
barefoot without feet-burning risk 

• Anti-slip surface

(0,5-0,6 friction co-eff. , min 0,3)

• No splinters

• All fixing screws concealed 

• Very low temperature rise (like wood)



4. Safety                    
Environmentally 

• HDPE, in contrast to other plastic compounds, is 
not toxic and does not contaminate the 
surrounding area

• It amplifies environmental responsibility without 
any compromise in usability, taste and style

• Virgin wood is used from PEFC forests, and all 
material is 100% recyclable



 The enhanced scent and appearance of 
wood bring you closer to nature in an 
elegant way, and provide the space with 
undeniable coziness

 High percentage in wood (60%)

 Woody surfaces (e.g. “forest”, “rustic”, 
“nature”

 All in 9 woody colors, i.e. cedar, eben, etc

5. Aesthetics and Comfort
Scent of a Wood
 



6. Easy Installation                 

• Very easy installation based on transoms of the same 
material and inox clip accessories

• Top anti-distortion attributes 
Linear Thermal Expansion 2,88x10-5  for °C (ASTM D696)
For 50°C temperature difference a 3.0m bar expands less than 4mm

• Allows 45 cutting (e.g. for stairs)
• Curved structures are also possible



6. Installation                 

Specific Instructions for simple (almost 
DIY) installation

 Simple tools required (jig saw, cordless 
drill)

 Ground preparation (concrete support)

 Joists installation (400mm, for support 
and ventilation) and expansion gaps (e.g. 
8mm joist-wall). Use of plastic pads for 
transom alignment

 Decking boards installation/ fastening 
(special connectors and stainless steel 
screws)

 Finishing installation (4 dimensions 
available)



Woodee (and solid profiles) are generally 

(+) 
 much longer service life (and warranty)
 much stronger in terms of mechanical load, rapid temperature rise, harsh weather 

conditions, etc
 different types of underlying surface: concrete slab, compacted gravel bed, hydro 

insulation and support structure
 No problems with water (in hollow the water stays and damages the material)
 
(-) 
 heavier
 a bit higher in price

Comparison                  
Hollow profiles



Comparison                  
PVC

Woodee (and solid profiles) have generally 

(+) 
 Higher quality 
 Color variety and stabilization
 Not toxic and not contaminating the environment (healthcare)
 Different types of underlying surface: concrete slab, compacted gravel bed, hydro 

insulation and support structure
 Not necessary to anchor joists to the surface
 Slip resistant surface
 More resistant under normal weather conditions (rain, snow, frost and UV sun flare)
 More resistant against chlorine and salty water
 100% recyclable resources, and not xotic wood
 Warranty of 25 on wood-decaying fungus, rot and insects
 Walk barefoot
 

(-) 
 higher in price



Comparison                  
Resysta

Woodee (and solid profiles) have generally 

(+) 
 No color stability problems (e.g their dark brown turned to black)
 Not thin-wall hollow which creates problems with trimming the deck to cover the 

hollows
 Insects living in the hollow areas 
 Market trend world-wide is toward solid boards
 Much lower rates of expansion and contraction 
 No worries about the performance with temperature changes 
 It is not an experimental product as Resysta

(-) scent and elegance of Resysta



THANK YOU 
FOR YOUR ATTENTION
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